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by Paul Gazzola

Homeboy
written by Seth Morgan 
published by Random House

Sometimes it takes a kick in the 
head to make you see the ob- 
viouamKm

Having finished Seth Morgan s 
first novel, Homeboy, I didn’t 
know what the hell to write about 
it. Damon Runyon's cops and 
robbers stories mixed in with alot 
of Joseph Wambaugh sensation
alism came to mind, but some
thing was still missing. Then, I 
saw David Lynch's Wild At Heart, 
and it proved to me again that the 
obvious works best when no one 
realizes how obvious it is.

Homeboy is a love story set 
amongst pimps and prostitutes, 
cops and cons. Joe Speaker, the 
homeboy of the title, is a strip- 
joint barker with a healthy heroin 
habit. To support that habit, he 
gets involved in a robbery with 
another addict/friend. who pan
ics and kills the shop owner.

So. Joe and his friend decide to 
run. taking with them Joe’s girl
friend. Kitty Litter. But, to ac
complish their getaway, another 
robbery is needed, and, to make a 
long story short, that robbery is 
also a major fuck-up. Joe gets 
stuck with an unwanted diamond 
that has a long history of killing 
its owners.

Oh, almost forgot, the diamond 
belongs to the local smut boss, 
Baby Jewels Moses, who's using 
it to blackmail a prominent judge. 
Joe gets caught stealing a Porsche 
by a gung-ho homicide cop look
ing for his runaway daughter and 
is sent to jail.

Actually, despite a cast of 
thousands and a helluva lot of 
sub-plots, the book never gets 
too confusing. If anything, Home
boy is sometimes too predicta
ble, and, in certain spots, suffers 
from the Charles Dickens disease 
of coincidence: father finds son 
in prison, star witnesses bang 
into each other at a plumbers 
convention, etc. Just like Wild At 
Heart, Morgan gives his book a 
fairytale quality while conjuring 
up some brutal realities like a pri
son AIDS ward and a pimp who 
uses disobedient prostitutes as 
"stars" in his snuff films. But, if 
you can overlook all the bodies — 
and, there are lots of burnt, muti
lated bodies in this book — you'll 
find an old-fashioned love story.

Not that I'd let my mother read 
it. . .

A higher form of calculator 
for your higher intelligence.

Because you’re thinking smarter 
and moving faster, Texas Instruments 
calculators are easy to use and built for Plus time-saving features like touch-panel 
speed. With the ideal functions and fea- displays, multi-line screens and solar-power-

tures for every course you take, whether 
it’s basic algebra or thermixlynaniics.

ed mtxlels that never need batteries.
Make the intelligent choice: T1 

calculators. We’ve got the right keys 
to your success.
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Tl BUSINESS ANALYST “ BA-35
Expand your understanding of finance, 
statistics and accounting with the ver
satile TI Business Analyst™ BA-35. It’s 
affordable and easy-to-use, with such 
preprogrammed functions as time-value- 
of-money to replace annuity, present 
value, future value and compound inter
est tables. Also solves for interest rate 
conversions and amortization balances.

BUSINESS ANALTST

TI-31 SOLAR
The solar-powered TI-31 was designed 
to make it easier than ever to get results 
to science and math problems. Keys are 
bigger and color-axied to separate basic 
math operations from numeric functions. 
And because you never need batteries, it 
won’t let you down on exams.

BA-SOLAR
With the BA-Solar from TI, you can 
tackle financial problems anywhere 
and anytime, because it works even in 
very low light. It’s ideal for economics, 
marketing, merchandising and sales man
agement courses... with preprogrammed 
formulas for time-value-of-money, amor
tization, statistics and much more.

Texas 
Instruments® 1989 Texas Instruments Incorporated

York University Bookstore

T.I. DAY — Oct. 2nd 10 am — 3 pm 
IN THE BOOKSTORE, MAIN CAMPUS 

10% Discount on all T.I. calculators purchased at this time.


